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ABSTRACT

We are presently in the midst of a crisis at the U.S.-Mexico border as courts and the Biden administration struggle to manage thousands of immigrants waiting to seek legal protection, typically asylum, in the midst of a global pandemic. Beginning in March of 2020, against the advice of public health experts, the U.S. government closed the southern U.S.-Mexico border, disproportionately impacting would-be asylum seekers from Central America, who are now immediately expelled from the United States under a process known as “Title 42” should they reach the border. Not only do these expulsions lack a legitimate public health rationale, but they also violate our domestic and international legal obligations to protect immigrants at risk of persecution or torture.

This Article begins by exploring the historic intersections of public health and immigration law and the origins of federal quarantine and exclusion power. Woven into the Article are first-hand accounts of advocates on both sides of the border who have witnessed the devastating impact of COVID-19 era immigrant expulsions. Ultimately, this Article argues that we must seek alternatives—including ending Title 42 expulsions, deferring to public health experts, dispatching additional resources to the border and ending our reliance on immigration detention.
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INTRODUCTION

Quarantine power, coupled with legacies of xenophobia, racism and a historic distrust of noncitizens and the public health threats they allegedly bring to our shores, means that in the wake of a public health crisis, the U.S. government often acts swiftly to exclude foreigners. The COVID-19 pandemic has been no exception. Beginning in March of 2020, the U.S. government closed the southern U.S.-Mexico border against the advice of public health experts, disproportionately impacting would-be asylum seekers from Central
America, who are now immediately expelled from the United States should they reach the border. Not only do these expulsions lack a public health rationale but they also violate our domestic and international legal obligations to protect immigrants at risk of persecution or torture and contribute to a long legacy of racism specifically directed at would-be asylum seekers from Central America.

During a November 2019 meeting on Central American asylum seekers, Senior Advisor to then-President Trump and anti-immigrant zealot Stephen Miller remarked that ending migration from Central America is “[a]ll I care about.”\(^1\) Miller is just the latest in a long line of U.S. government officials expressing anti-Central American sentiment. This sentiment is pervasive and drives a racist and xenophobic immigration policy that has conspired to keep Central Americans out of the United States. For at least forty years, since the creation of the Refugee Act of 1980, Central American refugees have faced special animus and discrimination when claiming both admission to the United States, and protection once here.\(^2\) Systemic evidence of bias against asylum seekers from Central America was revealed in a lawsuit by the American Civil Liberties Union (“ACLU”) in 1982\(^3\) and has continued to the present day.\(^4\) This Article amplifies the voices of advocates on the ground along the southwest border to help contextualize the latest example of anti-Central American refugee policy—a COVID-19 related asylum ban masquerading as a public health protection. To date, the Biden administration, despite campaign promises, has doubled down, continuing to argue erroneously that public health requires an asylum ban at the border.\(^5\) This Article intends to show why this rationale is misguided, and where and why there is the potential for real and meaningful progress.

This Article builds upon the scholarship of others who have written at the intersections of both health and immigration law and the racist explanations used to justify myriad barriers to immigration.\(^6\) Of course, the two are


\(^3\) Orantes-Hernandez v. Smith, 541 F. Supp. 351, 374 (C.D. Cal. 1982) (issuing a preliminary injunction and finding that the then-Immigration and Naturalization Service (“INS”) had violated the rights of Salvadoran asylum seekers by denying them access to counsel, forcing them to sign voluntary departure orders, and placing them in solitary confinement).

\(^4\) As does systemic discrimination against many other groups of refugees, disproportionately Black immigrants and immigrants of color. See, e.g., ALAN M. KRAUT, SILENT TRAVELERS: GERMS, GENES, AND THE “IMMIGRANT MENACE” 260–61 (1994) (describing the discriminatory treatment of Haitian immigrants during the AIDS crisis); Haitian Centers Council, Inc. v. Sale, 823 F. Supp. 1028, 1049–50 (E.D.N. Y. 1993) (granting admission to 158 Haitian refugees that had been detained at the U.S. Naval Base at Guantanamo Bay for more than two years simply because they had tested positive for HIV).


\(^6\) Including everything from the alcohol related prohibitions on immigration rooted in racism and classism, to present day proposals that would target suspected gang members, who are almost exclusively Central American. See Jayesh M. Rathod, *Distilling Americans: The Legacy of Prohibition on U.S. Immigration Law*, 51 HOUS. L. REV. 781 (2014); Press Release, Dep’t of Justice, Dep’ts of Justice and
intimately connected, as public health and health-based immigrant exclusions have long been proxies for discriminatory immigration policies. This piece also expands on my own article, Reparations for Central American Refugees, which argued that, given the long history of racism and discrimination directed at Central American refugees, the only adequate means of reparation is federal legislation carving out special, tailored protections for this group.

This piece will examine the latest manifestation of Central American asylum discrimination: border closure policies thinly veiled as legitimate public health responses. As of March 2020, noncitizens are being denied entry at both the U.S. northern and southern borders in response to the global coronavirus pandemic. This order was subsequently extended indefinitely in May 2020 and re-issued in October 2020. While noncitizens from 146 different countries were apprehended along the southern border in FY 2019, migrants and asylum seekers from El Salvador, Guatemala and Honduras made up over seventy percent of those apprehended in that group. Border closure policies disproportionately impact these noncitizens. Therefore, this Article focuses on this population.

The Trump administration’s stated justification for suspending entry of noncitizens to the United States was an effort to control the COVID-19 pandemic. In August 2021, the Biden administration issued an updated order, continuing to argue that the ongoing pandemic provides a public health justification. Most troubling, the order can remain in place indefinitely. In court filings, the Biden administration has argued that lifting the Title 42 asylum ban at the border would, “exacerbate overcrowding at DHS facilities and create significant public health risks.” By drawing on qualitative interviews with
advocates on both sides of the border, this Article will illuminate the pretextual nature of the border closure, as well as the racial animus underlying this policy and, ultimately, why it violates U.S. law. This Article will also situate this discrimination—which specifically targets Central American asylum seekers, including children, for rapid expulsion—within the history of a U.S. immigration policy that consistently medicalizes racism and xenophobia under the guise of protecting public health.

How is the administration justifying summarily removing noncitizens, and Central Americans in particular, in the name of public health? Under the purported authority of the Public Health Service Act, the U.S. government has established new agency processes—including through a new regulation, the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention’s ("CDC") March 2020 "Order Suspending Introduction of Certain Persons from Countries Where a Communicable Disease Exists." These new regulations, along with other orders, memos, and sub-regulatory guidance, substantially restrict entry to noncitizens along the northern and southern borders. This Article will show that through what I refer to as the "Title 42 Process" the administration continues to reserve special animus for Central Americans seeking protection in the United States. Indeed, these processes and orders build on a long line of policies that discriminate against Central American refugees in particular. This Article takes the CDC order as a case study of racist, pretextual asylum restrictions to illuminate how this administration conflates public health with migration to target and exclude primarily Central American immigrants from meaningful access to due process and immigration relief. These policies, taken together, are, as Lucas Guttentag writes, a "choreographed exercise in result-driven line-drawing"—line-drawing with very real, and often devastating, consequences. Namely, these targeted efforts systematically deny Central Americans access to protections they are entitled to by domestic and international law, and which many need to survive.

Part I of this Article documents the historic entanglement of immigration and public health law with a focus on the Title 42 Process, including the CDC’s "Regulations to Control Communicable Diseases" now being used to effectively end asylum at the southern border. Part II relies on qualitative interviews with immigration advocates and attorneys on the front lines on both sides of the southwest border to document the catastrophic impact of this order on asylum seekers. These interviews reveal how the Title 42 process endangers and disappears asylum seekers and has a disproportionate impact on Central American asylum seekers. Part III situates the Title 42 targeting of Central Americans within historic racism and discrimination faced

by Central American asylum seekers for decades, as well as how this continued racism and discrimination manifest in today’s asylum laws and policies. These laws and policies target Central American asylum seekers with almost unparalleled precision and animus. Finally, Part IV of this Article argues that the Title 42 Process should be rescinded in favor of alternate protocols that walk the line of both protecting public health and the legal right of immigrants to seek asylum in the United States.

A Note on the Current Moment

As this Article is being written, the world is suffering the effects of a historic global pandemic. COVID-19 is a pandemic infection caused by the novel coronavirus, SARS-CoV-2.14 In the United States, there have been well over 39 million confirmed COVID-19 infections, resulting in over 640,000 deaths.15 Worldwide, there have been over 215 million confirmed cases, resulting in more than 4.5 million deaths.16 Indeed, cases have been confirmed in at least 188 different countries and territories worldwide.17

The United States has responded to the global pandemic by instituting several travel bans of dubious efficacy. For example, in March 2020, the United States closed its northern and southern borders to nonessential travel—the first time such action has been taken.18 In the fall of 2020, it emerged that then-Vice President Mike Pence ordered the border closure over the objection of the top doctor at the CDC who had previously “refused to comply with a Trump administration directive” to close the border, “saying there was no valid public health reason to issue it.”19 Indeed, public health experts have weighed in, arguing that such an order is based on “specious justifications” that “fail[] to protect public health.”20 Notably, the order focuses on noncitizens who lack documentation and arrive by land while exempting U.S. permanent residents, U.S. citizens, and tourists arriving by plane or ship—even though these modes of transportation are explicitly listed by the Department of Health and Human Services (“HHS”) as “congregate settings with higher risk of disease transmission than land travel.”21 The result of this order is transparently political; it will disproportionately impact, and has

20. Letter from Joe Amon et al. to Alex Azar, Sec’y, Dep’t of Health and Human Serv. & Robert R. Redfield, Dir., Ctrs. for Disease Control and Prevention (May 18, 2020), https://perma.cc/SM3C-9CTA.
21. Id.
disproportionately impacted, noncitizens traveling by foot over land from Central America, where murder rates are some of the highest in the world, and from where many children and families are fleeing severe and unrelenting persecution.22

I. PUBLIC HEALTH AND IMMIGRATION LAW

A. Health Based Exclusions

Professor Alan M. Kraut describes the longstanding intersections of public health and migration as a “double helix of health and fear of the foreign-born.”23 Indeed, for well over a century, physical and mental health-based grounds of inadmissibility in U.S. immigration law have been used as a proxy for excluding noncitizens the government deems undesirable.24 The grounds of inadmissibility, now codified at Section 212 of the Immigration and Nationality Act (“INA”), spell out categories of noncitizens who may be denied admission to the United States despite satisfying the criteria for an immigrant or nonimmigrant preference category or classification.25 These grounds of inadmissibility apply only to noncitizens who are seeking admission to the United States, usually at a port of entry or when seeking some kind of change of status.26

“Fear of contamination” by noncitizens has animated United States immigration law since the opening of Ellis Island in the late 19th century.27 These fears have dressed up nativism and xenophobia into justifiable concerns about public health risks—the response to which has been to almost categorically exclude certain groups of noncitizens from entry into the United States.28 As early as 1855, Representative Wentworth of Massachusetts introduced a bill to prevent the admission of “criminals, idiots, lunatics and insane and blind persons.”29 By 1882, one of the “driving forces” informing U.S. immigration law was the exclusion of people with mental and physical defects.30


23. Kraut, supra note 4, at 256.

24. Id. at 2–3.


26. Id. § 212(a)(1)(A)(ii).

27. See Kraut, supra note 4, at 2–3.

28. See id. at 5–6.


30. Douglas C. Baynton, Defectives in the Land: Disability and American Immigration Policy, 1882-1924, 24 J. AM. ETHNIC HIST. 31, 32 (2005). A state-based proposal excluding noncitizens who were “criminals, idiots, lunatics, and insane and blind persons” was made by Massachusetts representative
Just a few years later, with the Immigration Act of 1891, health-based exclusions became an integral part of U.S. immigration law.\textsuperscript{31} As the Bubonic Plague spread throughout the world via shipping routes in the mid 19th century, the United States became increasingly fearful of global pandemics that might reach U.S. shores. The 1891 Immigration Act named “persons suffering from a loathsome or a dangerous contagious disease” as a basis for exclusion and required a medical inspection for all noncitizens entering the United States at a port of entry.\textsuperscript{32} The 1917 “Book of Instructions for the Medical Inspection of Immigrants” included more than two dozen diseases that would result in the “mandatory exclusion” of noncitizens, including “idiots, imbeciles, epileptics, insane persons, persons afflicted with tuberculosis in any form, ringworm of the scalp and nails, leprosy, syphilis,” and a handful of diseases caused by animal parasites, among others. Seven additional health related inadmissibility grounds were added by the Nationality Act of 1952, including the exclusion of any noncitizen “afflicted with tuberculosis in any form, or with leprosy, or any dangerous contagious disease.”\textsuperscript{33}

As Polly Price and others have documented,\textsuperscript{34} beginning in the early twentieth century, the U.S. Public Health Service screened all arriving noncitizens for physical and mental illness and contagious diseases, and for the physical ability to work and support themselves.\textsuperscript{35} In addition to exclusion based on health grounds, noncitizens could also be excluded if due to a medical condition or poverty, they were deemed likely to “become a public charge.”\textsuperscript{36} Such “public charge” based exclusion, though outside the scope of this paper, continues in expanded form today.\textsuperscript{37}

The addition of health-related grounds for inadmissibility in 1952 was not the end of health-based exclusions.\textsuperscript{38} Most pertinent to this discussion, the

\begin{flushright}
Wentworth as early as 1855. While this particular proposal failed to pass, it created a blueprint for federal policy to come. See Senate Reports of the Immigration Commission, supra note 29, at 15.
38. For example, in 1996, the Illegal Immigration Reform and Immigrant Responsibility Act of 1996 (“IIRIRA”) amended the INA to require prospective immigrants to demonstrate that they have been vaccinated against certain “vaccine-preventable” diseases. INA § 341; RUTH ELLEN WASEM, CONG. RSCH.
1980s and 1990s brought the AIDS epidemic, and with it, continued racism and xenophobia and additional justifications for barring groups of noncitizens. Over Easter weekend in 1992, 140 Haitian refugees were denied admission to the United States after testing positive for HIV and held at Guantanamo Bay in “prison-like” conditions, until a federal judge intervened more than a year later. Prior to this, the Haitian immigrant community within the United States was quickly becoming one scapegoat for the nation’s AIDS epidemic—despite the CDC debunking any connection between nationality and spread of the virus. Still, it was not until 2010 that then-President Obama finally removed HIV infection from the INA as a ground of inadmissibility.

Today, all applicants for admission who have “a communicable disease of public health significance” are inadmissible under federal immigration law. At present, those diseases—a list of which is maintained by HHS—include: Gonorrhea; Hansen’s Disease (Leprosy); Syphilis, infectious stage; and Tuberculosis (“TB”), Active. In addition, applicants for admission who “have a physical or mental disorder and [harmful] behavior associated with [those disorders]” are also inadmissible. While it is difficult to determine exactly how many noncitizens have been deemed inadmissible on medical and mental health grounds, they number at least in the hundreds, if not thousands, annually. But as of March 2020, these health based exclusions are not the only basis for excluding noncitizens who seek admission to the United States. Federal quarantine power, interpreted for the first time by the Trump administration as the power to exclude and expel, is now the law of the land.
B. Origin of Federal Quarantine Power

Yellow Fever outbreaks in the 19th century largely drove the initial development of what we understand to be U.S. quarantine law.\textsuperscript{48} Immigration fears were also at play, as many blamed French refugees from Haiti for transmitting the illness in hard-hit Philadelphia,\textsuperscript{49} ultimately leading to state and then federal quarantine laws. Polly Price has traced the connections of both those developments to modern immigration law.\textsuperscript{50} In short, state health inspectors played the initial role in determining which noncitizens would be excluded as fear of a Yellow Fever pandemic spread in the nineteenth century. In an effort to stem the economic impact and protect the United States from the spread of contagious diseases, Congress got involved in the 1870s, seeking to expand the control and authority of the federal government over immigrant exclusion on the basis of public health. In 1878, a National Board of Health was created to monitor contagious disease at the federal level. While the Board was short lived, it laid the groundwork for future federal power in this arena.\textsuperscript{51}

Later, in 1912, a National Health Board was created and subsequently, in 1944 the Regulations to Control Communicable Diseases\textsuperscript{52} "clearly established the federal government’s quarantine authority for the first time."\textsuperscript{53} The act gave the U.S. Public Health Service, a division of HHS, responsibility for "preventing the introduction, transmission, and spread of communicable diseases from foreign countries into the United States."\textsuperscript{54}

It is this act, establishing the federal government’s quarantine authority, that is today being used to exclude noncitizens in the midst of the COVID-19 pandemic. But the way the federal quarantine power was born—and developed—is itself important. Quarantine power, coupled with a historic distrust of noncitizens and the public health threat they supposedly bring to the native-born, yields only one logical, though historically unfounded, conclusion: in the wake of a public health crisis, we must exclude foreigners to protect ourselves.

Today’s order, the quarantine mandate that effectively seals the border and denies entry to thousands of noncitizens, including many refugees and asylum seekers, has a disparate and devastating impact: it has fallen predominantly on the backs of Central American, African, and Haitian asylum seekers, who will now be unable to seek protection in the United States—protection that they are legally entitled to seek.

\textsuperscript{48} Price, supra note 34, at 935 ("The modern division of quarantine authority among federal, state, and local governments can be traced historically to important precedents resulting from yellow fever outbreaks in the southern United States in the nineteenth century."); see also Felice Batlan, Law in the Time of Cholera: Disease, State Power and Quarantines Past and Future, 80 Temp. L. Rev. 53, 64–65 (2007).

\textsuperscript{49} Kraut, supra note 4, at 29.

\textsuperscript{50} Price, supra note 34.

\textsuperscript{51} Id. at 936–37.

\textsuperscript{52} 42 U.S.C. § 264.

\textsuperscript{53} History of Quarantine, Ctrs. for Disease Control and Prevention, https://perma.cc/M84F-HXAJ (July 20, 2020).

\textsuperscript{54} Id.
C. Application of Federal Quarantine Power during COVID-19

During fiscal year 2020, more than 197,000 people were expelled pursuant to the collection of orders, regulations, and memos referred to as the Title 42 Process along the southwest border. How did we get here?

The 1944 Regulations to Control Communicable Diseases set out and clarified the federal government’s quarantine power. While prior to 1944 the federal government’s quarantine power had often been in conflict with that of state and local governments, the 1944 Act made clear that the Surgeon General had authority to “make and enforce such regulations as in his judgment are necessary to prevent the introduction, transmission, or spread of communicable diseases from foreign countries into the States” as well as “from one State or possession into any other State or possession.”

In addition, Section 265 of the Act granted authority to the Surgeon General to suspend entry of foreign nationals to the United States in the event of a “serious danger” of the introduction of a communicable disease:

Whenever the Surgeon General determines that by reason of the existence of any communicable disease in a foreign country there is serious danger of the introduction of such disease into the United States, and that this danger is so increased by the introduction of persons or property from such country that a suspension of the right to introduce such persons and property is required in the interest of the public health, the Surgeon General, in accordance with regulations approved by the President, shall have the power to prohibit, in whole or in part, the introduction of persons and property from such countries or places as he shall designate in order to avert such danger, and for such period of time as he may deem necessary for such purpose.

It is this provision, section 268—which spells out the duties of consular officers and other officials to enforce these rules—a new regulation, several orders, and an implementation memo, that are being relied upon today to...
suspend the entry of certain noncitizens into the United States. Collectively, this Article, like the litigation that preceded it,\textsuperscript{62} will refer to these provisions as the “Title 42 process.” The remainder of this article will demonstrate why and how the Title 42 Process, which the government claims grants it the power to summarily remove a noncitizen absent a hearing, is in direct violation of the INA.

II. \textsc{Snapshots From Both Sides of the Border}

The following section intends to provide some narrative and texture to the Title 42 process by illuminating the experiences of advocates on both sides of the southwest border. Because it has been incredibly difficult to identify noncitizens directly impacted by Title 42, as they are effectively disappeared into Mexico, dispersing upon arrival, this section focuses on qualitative interviews with advocates working directly with asylum seekers impacted by Title 42.

But before describing the realities faced by asylum seekers following the implementation of Title 42, we must understand what the world looked like pre-March 2020. Prior to the implementation of the Title 42 process, multiple executive orders, sub-regulatory guidance, and new regulations were conspiring to make the lives of asylum seekers in general, and Central American asylum seekers in particular, exceptionally difficult and dangerous.

Briefly, prior to March 2020, a Central American asylum seeker—and Brazilians as of January 2020—traveling north to the US-Mexico border by foot could be expected to confront a number of obstacles. If she makes it to the Mexican border with the United States, she will first encounter “metering,” a process by which Customs and Border Patrol (“CBP”) now limits the number of noncitizens who can enter the United States on any given day.\textsuperscript{63} Her name will go on a list—a list that numbers in the thousands—and she will have to wait weeks, or months, for her number to be called.\textsuperscript{64} While she waits in Mexico, she is likely to be homeless, living in a shelter, and unable


to work.\textsuperscript{65} Increasingly, she will be vulnerable to organized crime, cartel violence, kidnappings, extortion from local government authorities, and, depending on her circumstances, continued harm from the persecutor(s) she fled, many of whom follow their victims north through Mexico.\textsuperscript{66} If she is traveling with children, when she is finally permitted to cross the border and present herself as an asylum seeker, she may be separated from them under the U.S. government’s family separation or “zero tolerance” policy.\textsuperscript{67} Despite the Trump administration asserting that it has complied with court orders to suspend family separations,\textsuperscript{68} such separations in fact continued.\textsuperscript{69}

And, as of January 29, 2019, because she is a Spanish speaking asylum seeker, she will be placed in the Migrant Protection Protocol (“MPP”) program,\textsuperscript{70} and forced to wait for her U.S. immigration court hearing back in Mexico, along with more than 65,000 others.\textsuperscript{71} Suggestion to edit to: “as more than 70,000 others have done.”

Indeed, as of February 2020, more than 57,000 non-Mexicans had been sent to Mexican border cities to await their asylum hearings as part of MPP.\textsuperscript{72} Of these 57,000, reports show that between 41,000 and 44,000 are Central American.\textsuperscript{73} And while they waited, in addition to hunger, homelessness, and illness, they faced significant danger. And yet, at least they were waiting for something—the promise of an opportunity to be heard in the United States,

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textsuperscript{69} See, e.g., Sherman-Stokes, \textit{supra} note 67; see also Leila Rafei, \textit{Family Separation, Two Years After Ms. L}, ACLU (Feb. 26, 2020), https://perma.cc/6MXV-EQLS.
  \item \textsuperscript{71} See Details on MPP (Remain in Mexico) Deportation Proceedings, TRAC IMMIGRATION, https://perma.cc/FAA3-EWU7 (showing as of October 2020, at least 68,430 migrants had been subject to MPP); see also Maria Sacchetti, Kevin Sieff & Nick Miroff, \textit{Federal Appeals Court Blocks President Trump’s ‘Remain in Mexico’ Policy but Stays its Own Ruling}, WASH. POST (Feb. 28, 2020), https://perma.cc/E3YB-4CS7.
  \item \textsuperscript{73} Assessment of the Migrant Protection Protocols (MPP), DEP’T OF HOMELAND SEC. (OCT. 28, 2019), https://perma.cc/ZWE4-J9Z2 (stating that DHS has returned 55,000 noncitizens to Mexico); \textit{Q&A: Trump Administration’s ‘Remain in Mexico’ Program}, HUM. RTS. WATCH (Jan. 29, 2020, 10:00 AM), https://perma.cc/S393-7Z34 (revealing that 21,786 in the MPP are from Honduras; 15,009 from Guatemala; 7,668 from El Salvador; 1,414 from Nicaragua).
\end{itemize}
and to make out their claims for asylum. Just one month later, that would all change with the implementation of an unforgiving asylum ban that left tens of thousands of would-be asylum seekers without a way forward. The following section describes two organizations on the ground, who were on the front lines as Title 42 implementation unfolded.

**Al Otro Lado**

Al Otro Lado is a bi-national, direct legal services organization with offices in Los Angeles, San Diego and Tijuana, Mexico, serving indigent deportees, migrants, and refugees. Al Otro Lado is also consistently active in bringing litigation to challenge the ongoing human rights violations of the U.S. government as regards immigrants, refugees, and asylum seekers. Particularly relevant to this article, Al Otro Lado’s Tijuana office provides legal orientation and know-your-rights trainings to asylum seekers in Tijuana who wish to present themselves to U.S. authorities to seek asylum. In this way, Al Otro Lado is well-positioned to provide a window into the realities faced by those asylum seekers who, but for the Title 42 Process, would be pursuing asylum within the United States. In addition, Al Otro Lado can share the stories of those who attempted to cross the border to seek asylum but were immediately removed pursuant to the Title 42 Process.

**Florence Immigrant and Refugee Rights Project (”Florence Project”)**

The Florence Project is a nonprofit legal service organization providing free legal and social services to adults and unaccompanied children in immigration custody in Arizona. Prior to implementation of the Title 42 Process, there were approximately 3-4,000 people in immigration custody on any given day in Arizona. The Florence Project’s Border Action Team, working together with the Kino Border Initiative in Nogales, Arizona and Mexico, is also well equipped to document the realities faced by asylum seekers on both sides of the U.S.-Mexico border.

The populations served by Al Otro Lado and the Florence Project represent significant communities of Central American asylum seekers in both Mexico and the United States, in two different border regions, Tijuana/San Ysidro and Nogales. The experiences of the communities served by these organizations provide a window into the devastation wreaked by racist immigration policies masquerading as public health responses.

A. **“Central American Asylum Seekers Are Rendered Invisible By Title 42.”**

A recurring theme from advocates at both Al Otro Lado and the Florence Project was that asylum seekers are effectively rendered invisible by the Title

---

74. About Us, Al Otro Lado, https://perma.cc/KPV8-3ZSS.
42 Process. Attorneys from both organizations noted that it was “really hard to get demographics because of the way Title 42 is enforced” and that the “problem” of this order is “made invisible.”

U.S. Customs and Border Protection has released limited data on the number of Title 42 expulsions. The numbers reveal more than 197,000 during FY 2020. In a lawsuit filed in the D.C. District Court, plaintiffs alleged that more than 13,000 of these expulsions were of unaccompanied children. And yet, longtime organizations working on both sides of the border have been able to identify very few of those impacted.

The Title 42 process means that, since March 2020, when non-Mexican asylum seekers have presented themselves at ports of entry, they have been expelled immediately under the Title 42 process. And, indeed, this is the case for Mexican migrants, who are usually quickly and immediately returned to Mexico. But for non-Mexican asylum seekers—the majority of whom are Central American—it takes time to coordinate their removals, as travel documents and flight accommodations must be made. As a result, these asylum seekers are often subject to exactly what the U.S. government has said it cannot do for public health reasons: hold noncitizens in congregate settings. In FY 2020, at least 900 people have been held by ICE in hotels, which are not subject to the same health and safety guidelines as federal detention centers. Noncitizens are often held in these hotels for days or weeks before they can be expelled to their home countries. An attorney on the Florence Project’s Border Action Team reported working to provide legal support to an unaccompanied child held in a hotel, as ICE actively moved to deport him. Ultimately, the Florence Project was successful in getting him placed with the Office of Refugee Resettlement ("ORR") but the attorney

---

81. Suspension of entries and imports from designated places to prevent spread of communicable diseases, 42 U.S.C. § 265.
82. Interview with Soraya Vazquez, supra note 78 (“[W]hat I’ve seen is that the people who are being expelled [who we find], are Mexican.”).
83. Caitlin Dickerson, 10 Years Old, Tearful and Confused After a Sudden Deportation, N.Y. TIMES (Oct. 21, 2020), https://perma.cc/X3NG-TE2Z (“Since the coronavirus was first discovered in the United States in January, 239 unaccompanied minors have been returned to Guatemala, and 183 have been returned to Honduras, according to government figures.”).
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reported that such success was anomalous. A child was much more likely to meet the fate of Gerson, profiled by the *New York Times* in August 2020. Gerson, at just 10 years old, was one of 915 migrant children expelled to his home country under Title 42. Rather than being offered the kinds of protections that migrant children are required to be provided under the law, Gerson was effectively disappeared by the U.S. government for six days before landing in Honduras, disoriented and confused about how he arrived back in the country he had only recently fled in fear.

B. “There Is No Asylum Anymore.”

Asylum is a form of protection and legal status granted to noncitizens already in the United States or arriving at the border or a port of entry who meet the definition of a “refugee.” A refugee is defined as “a person who is unable or unwilling to return to his or her home country, and cannot obtain protection in that country, due to past persecution or a well-founded fear of being persecuted in the future on account of race, religion, nationality, membership in a particular social group, or political opinion.”

Although the United States had several ad hoc programs for admitting refugees following World War II, it wasn’t until 1965 that Congress created a preference category explicitly for refugees, though limited to those fleeing the Middle East or communist-controlled territories. Fifteen years later, with the Refugee Act of 1980, asylum was explicitly made available to individuals fleeing violence in noncommunist countries. Still, the 1980s and early 1990s saw challenges to what remained a lopsided system, favoring asylum for those fleeing communist governments. A series of lawsuits led
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to some reforms in the 1990s, including new asylum regulations, the creation of an asylum officer corps,97 and Temporary Protected Status (‘‘TPS’’).98

The last two years have seen a dramatic shift in asylum—from a narrowing of what constitutes a cognizable claim for asylum99 to new and cruel federal immigration policies that ban asylum seekers at the border100 and require would-be asylum seekers to wait for months in Mexico, rather than in the United States.101 The Trump administration, arguably more than almost any other, has taken pains to dramatically limit the scope of asylum, targeting Central American asylum seekers with particular animus and precision. And while the Biden administration made promises on the campaign trail to walk back these changes, after more than nine months in office, painfully little progress has been made.102

And yet, despite policy, law, and rhetoric aimed at deterring would-be asylum seekers from coming to the United States, asylum remains an available legal option for immigration relief: it is written into the statute and codified in the regulations.103 It may come as something of a surprise, then, that attorneys at both Al Otro Lado and the Florence Project report their clients being told by CBP officers, “asylum does not exist anymore.”104 Such assertions, while perhaps in line with previous claims that CBP often acts as a rogue agency,105 are a dangerous departure from law and precedent. They send the message that a pathway to protection by which we are legally bound—and have been for more than fifty years—is no longer available.

In the early days of the Migrant Protection Protocols/Remain in Mexico policies, which directed would-be asylum seekers to ports of entry to seek protection, advocates often accompanied particularly vulnerable asylum seekers, including children, LGBTQI, and the mentally and physically ill
across the border. Since the implementation of the Title 42 Process, when advocates have tried to accompany their most vulnerable clients across the border or file “humanitarian parole” requests for their entry on humanitarian grounds, CBP has responded with closed doors. One attorney from the Florence Project who has accompanied, among others, a woman with a high risk pregnancy suffering from preeclampsia and hypertension, was told “we don’t have capacity” and “our hands are tied.” In fact, in all cases in which the Florence Project has accompanied extremely vulnerable asylum seekers since the beginning of the Title 42 Process, CBP has refused to let the asylum seeker cross.

Finally, these refusals and assertions that asylum “does not exist anymore” have a disproportionate impact on Central American asylum seekers who continue to make up the bulk of those crossing, or attempting to cross, the southwest border. Last year 73 percent of those apprehended by CBP at the southwest border were Central American.

C. “There Has Always Been Worry, But Now There Is Despair.”

Prior to March 2020, and especially under the Trump administration, to seek asylum in the United States was to submit oneself to a series of seemingly insurmountable obstacles. Merely getting to the United States, to a port of entry, and in front of an officer to request asylum became more difficult than nearly ever before. But after the implementation of Title 42, a process that was always difficult became almost impossible.

Describing the months leading up to March 2020, advocates don’t mince words: “it was horrible.” Advocates describe deep worry, an ever-changing landscape, and a constant desire for answers on the part of refugees. Migrants and asylum seekers wondered whether they would have an attorney, whether laws would change, and what their individual process would look like.
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like. But, they acknowledge, “cases were advancing” and people “saw a future,” despite the formidable barriers of metering, family separation, and MPP. In some sectors, family units were being allowed to enter without prolonged detentions, and parole was possible, especially for extremely vulnerable populations like the LGBTQ community, the physically and mentally ill, and children.

Following the swift implementation of Title 42 in March 2020, advocates describe a palpable shift. What was once worry among migrants, became “an anguish to survive.” Suddenly, closed borders and a global pandemic meant that volunteer bodies and dollars were no longer coming into Mexico. Shelters that asylum seekers and migrants relied on closed and donations dried up. The majority of migrants and asylum seekers waiting in Mexico have no lawful status there, and no work permit, making their ability to survive and support themselves increasingly challenging. Advocates describe a “state of collective frustration” and an increase in anxiety, depression and hopelessness. With little information and cases effectively at a complete standstill, asylum seekers and refugees are feeling a compounding sense of despair.

D. “If They Stay, They Can Be Killed. If They Flee, They Can Be Killed.”

As detailed in Part I, Central Americans are fleeing significant violence, persecution and torture in the Northern Triangle. Most often, they come to the United States seeking safety and protection from transnational criminal organizations and family/domestic violence. Despite the dramatic changes to asylum law in the last several years, and since March 2020 in particular, the factors pushing Central Americans to leave their homes have remained fairly steady. What has changed are the numerous challenges they encounter in their journeys to seek protection. As one advocate lamented, “the harms
they are fleeing are real,” but now, oftentimes “the risks they are fleeing reach them here [along the border].” 126

The confluence of metering, family separation, MPP, and now Title 42 has meant that tens of thousands of exceptionally vulnerable, under-resourced asylum seekers have become proverbial sitting ducks in Mexican border towns. These changes have not gone unnoticed. Asylum seekers increasingly face persecution in Mexico while they wait for their claims to be heard. Advocates recount story after story of kidnappings, cartel violence, gang violence, extortion by both Mexican police and immigration officials, and human trafficking.127

These accounts are corroborated by official reports. In February 2020, just before Title 42 took hold, Doctors Without Borders reported that 75 percent of their patients in one border town had been kidnapped while in Mexico, waiting for their hearings.128 Advocates report that kidnapping has become “a whole new sector” of the cartel business in Mexico.129 A staggering 80% were survivors of some kind of violence while waiting in Mexico.130 Indeed, migrants are targeted “because they’re migrants.”131 While this Article focuses on the history of discrimination and racism directed at Central American migrants in particular, it is important to note that Black migrants waiting in Mexico face significant violence because of the color of their skin. For example, in the spring of 2021, it was estimated that in Tijuana alone there were between three and five thousand Black migrants waiting to cross the border, and nongovernmental organizations documented patterns of police violence, detention, racism and discrimination experienced disproportionately by this community.132

III. THE LEGACY OF RACISM DIRECTED TOWARD CENTRAL AMERICAN REFUGEES

This latest assault on asylum that disproportionately impacts Central Americans is not an aberration. Title 42 effectively closing the door on asylum for anyone from Central America—and indeed on disproportionately low income Black and Brown immigrants—comes on the heels of years of immigration law and policy pushing asylum increasingly out of reach.
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Since the creation of modern U.S. asylum law with the Refugee Act of 1980, Central American migrants and asylum seekers have faced systemic discrimination and racism in the U.S. immigration system. This section will focus specifically on the injustices faced by Central American asylum seekers as they struggle to seek protection in the United States, and will set the stage for illuminating the disproportionate impact of today’s COVID-19 quarantine order on Central American refugees.

Modern day asylum law and precedent were, and continue to be, heavily influenced by the migration patterns of Central American asylum seekers, and U.S. government efforts to exclude Central Americans from protection. Soon after the passage of the 1980 Refugee Act, migration patterns to the United States shifted dramatically. This shift was largely because of civil war and U.S. intervention and human rights abuses across Central America. In 1980, there were 354,000 Central Americans living in the United States; by 1990, that number had more than tripled to 1,134,000. By 2017, the number had grown to 3,527,000, with immigrants from El Salvador, Guatemala, and Honduras—the Northern Triangle countries—accounting for 1350 percent growth by each group since 1980.

As more Central American asylum seekers sought protection, the Board of Immigration Appeals issued a series of precedential decisions illuminating the harms Central American migrants were fleeing—the factors driving them to leave their homes in fear for their lives. The severe violence of civil wars in which the United States and its military played a significant role in perpetrating grave human rights abuses, which led to hundreds of thousands of deaths across the region. It was largely this violence that ultimately drove Central American migration north in unprecedented numbers.
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As tens of thousands of Central Americans were killed across the region during the 1980s and 1990s, many survivors fled north.\(^\text{140}\) Upon arrival in the United States, they were met with systemic discrimination driven largely by an anti-communist agenda.\(^\text{141}\) Those fleeing communist countries were much more likely to be granted asylum as compared to those fleeing dictatorships supported by the United States government.\(^\text{142}\) This unequal response came to a head in 1985 when more than eighty religious and refugee groups brought suit in federal court, challenging the patterns of discrimination in asylum cases involving Salvadorans and Guatemalans.\(^\text{143}\) They sued the Immigration and Naturalization Service (“INS”), the Executive Office for Immigration Review (“EOIR”)—an office of the Department of Justice (“DOJ”)—responsible for adjudicating all immigration cases—and the Department of State (“DOS”).\(^\text{144}\) That lawsuit, now commonly referred to as the “ABC Case,” alleged that the government’s discriminatory practices violated the rights of noncitizens and asylum seekers.\(^\text{145}\) Though the parties reached a settlement in 1990, and certain guardrails and protective measures were instituted—ostensibly to protect the rights of Central American asylum seekers—discrimination and animus persisted within the U.S. immigration system.\(^\text{146}\)

Two decades later, immigration patterns had shifted again. In contrast to the preceding years, in which the primary population migration from the Northern Triangle were men traveling alone, starting in 2011, the United States saw a dramatic increase in the number of people, and specifically unaccompanied immigrant children, migrating from the Northern Triangle.\(^\text{147}\) Many were seeking protection from gang violence and domestic/intra-family violence.\(^\text{148}\) This migration peaked in fiscal year 2014, when the U.S. Border Patrol apprehended nearly 52,000 Central American children crossing the U.S.-Mexico Border.\(^\text{149}\) Subsequent interviews with migrants conducted by the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (“UNHCR”) found that...
nearly two-thirds of these children met the definition of a “refugee,” and therefore qualified for protection under U.S. domestic and international law. The children and women who fled the Northern Triangle during that period were forced to flee by horrific violence. Those interviewed by the UNHCR reported witnessing—and surviving—shocking levels of violence in their home countries. For example, eighty-five percent of women interviewees reported living in a neighborhood controlled by gangs or other violent criminal groups. They also reported “prolonged instances of physical, sexual, and psychological domestic violence, for which authorities provided no meaningful help.” It was this enduring violence coupled with impunity for the perpetrators that forced thousands of Central Americans to seek refuge in the United States.

Republican presidents do not stand alone in their seeming inability to treat immigrants and asylum seekers with dignity and respect. Under the Obama administration, upon arriving in the United States, Central Americans were not welcomed with compassion, humanity, or the protections that asylum law promised survivors of torture and persecution. The Obama administration was responsible for large scale family detention, a significant increase in deportations, and declining grants of asylum. Indeed, under the Obama administration, Central Americans were singled out. During 2014 alone, CBP apprehended more than 200,000 Guatemalans and Hondurans, the vast majority of them seeking protection. At that time, during a visit to the Guatemalan Embassy, then-Vice President Biden spoke directly to these migrants and asylum seekers, saying “we’re going to send the vast majority of you back.” Today, President Biden has continued to push this agenda, carrying out fast track deportation flights to Central America despite significant health risks and bluntly telling Central American asylum seekers “[d]o not come.”
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Central Americans have faced increased apprehension, detention, criminalization, family separation, unceasing efforts at “deterrence,” and a dramatic narrowing of protections provided by asylum law. A full and total accounting of the executive orders, policies, cases and sub-regulatory guidance that together have made asylum nearly unattainable for Central American refugees, while important, is outside the scope of this paper. Briefly, however, Lindsay M. Harris categorizes these broad changes into six groups: (1) border policies constricting access to asylum; (2) asylum “bans”; (3) Attorney General decisions changing the shape of asylum law; (4) bureaucratic shifts; (5) co-opting of the COVID-19 public health crisis; and (6) sweeping and comprehensive “Death to Asylum” proposed regulations issued in June 2020. While this paper will focus primarily on the co-opting of the COVID-19 public health crisis, I mention these additional attacks on U.S. asylum law to highlight the profound and sweeping changes that have transpired in the last several years alone. Indeed, the COVID-19 public health crisis has only brought into clearer view the devastating impact of these changes on the fate of asylum seekers.

IV. TITLE 42 ALTERNATIVES

At the time of publication, the United States is embarking on a new presidential administration, under President Biden. Some changes have been swift. During his first twenty-four hours in office, President Biden signed
seven executive orders on immigration and directed DHS to undertake a 100 day moratorium on deportations for certain noncitizens. He has also drafted a bill, to be introduced by Senator Menendez, that would create a path to citizenship for the undocumented, among many other significant changes. Finally, he has ordered that there be no new enrollments in MPP, the protocols requiring Spanish-speaking asylum seekers to remain in Mexico. Of course, the tensions between managing the COVID-19 pandemic and what may be perceived as a “loosening” of immigration regulation and control may be politically fraught. Perhaps not surprisingly, Susan E. Rice, who is President Biden’s pick for Director of the Domestic Policy Council, has said that the Biden administration will not immediately end the practice of rapidly expelling migrants to Mexico under Title 42. This Article argues not only that he should, but that he must. And further, that there are lessons to be learned from public health experts, courts, and examples abroad about alternative ways to manage migration and asylum in times of public health crisis.

A. Title 42 Violates Our Domestic and International Legal Obligations

In November 2020, the D.C. District Court issued a preliminary injunction in P.J.E.S. blocking the Trump administration from expelling unaccompanied immigrant children from the United States under Title 42. In so holding, the Court found that Section 265 likely does not authorize expulsions
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because, simply put, when the government wishes to grant the power to expel, it “does so plainly.” 174 Section 265 neither uses the word “expel” nor any synonym. The Court also found that, given the statutory scheme of Section 265 and related statutes 175—referred to collectively as “quarantine laws”—the government’s power is limited to the power to quarantine and contain, and not the power to expel.

B. We Must Heed the Advice of Public Health Experts

Senior experts within the CDC have protested the Title 42 ban from the beginning. In early March, the agency’s Division of Migration and Quarantine, led by Dr. Martin Cetron, refused to support the order because there was no adequate public health basis for such a drastic move, according to three people with knowledge of his decision. 176 Subsequent pressure from HHS and DHS still did not sway senior scientists within the CDC, who were ultimately pressured into acting when Vice President Pence and DHS Secretary Chad Wolf became involved. 177 But resistance to political pressure from the White House remained strong. 178 Fortunately, public health experts and lessons learned from abroad can provide alternate ways forward.

C. Dispatch Additional Resources to the Border to Process Migrants Quickly

President Biden must repeal the Title 42 Process and dispatch additional resources, including asylum officers and humanitarian aid workers, to the border to process asylum seekers expeditiously. This is not an insurmountable challenge. A 100-day moratorium on deportations, 179 as well as a halt to further border wall construction, frees up resources to be redirected elsewhere. Indeed, in his executive order on January 20, 2021, President Biden contemplated a redirection of border wall funds and directed DHS, along with other agencies, to determine how and where this money is spent. 180

Marshalling this kind of additional support at the border is not unprecedented. In times of crisis, the United States has previously directed additional
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support, resources, and funds toward refugees and asylum seekers. As of August 2021, the Biden administration had floated a proposal to dispatch additional asylum officers to the border. This is a positive step, though advocates fear that it will also fast track removals of unrepresented asylum seekers, rushed to present claims pro se. The impact of this proposal remains to be seen, though if implemented successfully, it could lessen the burden on the border while also ensuring that asylum seekers at the border are not added to the already long list of asylum seekers waiting for their cases to be heard within the United States. Additional resources, rather than going to increased detention, should be directed toward legal services for these asylum seekers, so that their claims may be fairly adjudicated, consistent with President Biden’s immigration platform.

D. End Reliance on Detention and Congregate Settings and Promote Family Unity

In Mexico, more than 65,000 migrants and asylum seekers have been enrolled in MPP, and thousands of them now live in overcrowded, makeshift refugee camps with limited resources for income, food, and sanitation. Congregate settings like refugee camps, whether makeshift or long-established, as well as detention centers, are often a source for the spread of illness. The Trump administration protested the number of incoming asylum seekers by saying that there was no room to hold them in already crowded detention centers. Fortunately, we have more options than either allowing asylum seekers to languish in camps in Mexico or detaining them in the United States.

Alongside the deployment of additional asylum officers to the border should come a preference for release over detention. Indeed, the COVID-
19 pandemic has shown us that relying less on immigration detention is possible. While ICE typically holds approximately 45,000 persons in immigration custody on any given day, by the end of 2020, as the pandemic was spiking, that number dropped to just 20,000. There are no documented negative impacts of this reduction, and no reason we cannot continue to rely less on detention.

In the first instance, we should promote family reunification. A study by the US Immigration Policy Center at the University of California-San Diego found that of 607 asylum seekers in the MPP program in Mexico in 2019, 92 percent had family with whom to reunite in the United States. Once processed through a port of entry, or along the border, asylum seekers should be permitted to reunite with family members within the United States. For those who cannot reunite with family, we can learn lessons from the COVID-19 pandemic. Crisis is the birthplace of creativity, and cities and states have employed many creative options to safely house service/front line workers and the homeless over the last year. These alternatives include vacant hotel rooms, dorm rooms, and subsidized apartments.

In the event that there are concerns raised about noncitizens failing to appear for their hearings, we can look toward the Obama-era Family Case Management Program ("FCMP"). The FCMP provided legal and social services support to noncitizen families facing removal from the United States. Though the program had downsides, namely that it was overseen by GEOCares, a GEO Group subsidiary known for running private prisons, the program also had a 99 percent compliance rate with ICE and immigration court requirements at a fraction of the cost of detention and “supported Attorney General to parole noncitizens seeking admission to the United States for “reasons deemed strictly in the public interest.” See Jonathan Simon, Refugees in a Carceral Age: The Rebirth of Immigration Prisons in the United States, 10 PUB. CULTURE 577, 581 (1998).
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hundreds of families in finding stability in their communities, supporting them with their immigration requirements, and beginning to prepare them for the outcomes of their case."\textsuperscript{195} The program, which cost between $36-$38 per day, rather than $800 per day to detain a family with 2.5 members,\textsuperscript{196} was cancelled by President Trump,\textsuperscript{197} but can and should be reimagined. Under the Biden administration, an improved program could encourage enrollment and provide legal and social services support. It could be overseen not by a private prison subsidiary, but by an experienced refugee service provider.\textsuperscript{198} Such a program is not only the right thing to do but also provides immense cost savings for the government, and in the time of a public health crisis, keeps countless families out of congregate settings where the virus can easily spread.

**CONCLUSION**

The Title 42 Process expels would-be asylum seekers under the guise of protecting public health. In so doing, it disproportionately impacts Central American asylum seekers in a pattern consistent with historical racism against the region. Not only do these expulsions run counter to the recommendations of public health experts, but they violate our domestic and international legal obligations. Fortunately, there are alternatives. The Biden administration previously promised to address some of the worst Trump administration immigration policies; Title 42 should be high on the list. Doing so will save lives and begin to repair an insidious legacy of racism that uses public health as a proxy.
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